potentially important in terms of theatre practice. Reading this work from inside Canada, it is hard to assess if Glaap's goals will be met. There is first of all, of course, in all works of this nature, the question of the selection of plays. From relatively innovative plays like Fronteras Americanas (Verdecchia) and MacDonald's Goodnight Desdemona (Good Morning Juliet) to fairly reactionary realistic pieces like French's Jitters, a good range of Canadian drama is suggested. However, only two of the plays, Sears's Harlem Duet and Sherman's Patience, date from the late 1990s (1997 and 1998 respectively). The majority of plays introduced here were produced in the 1980s and some go back to the mid-1970s. I fear the snapshot of Canadian drama reflected in this handbook, meant to tempt foreign producers to pick up our plays, might come with a slightly yellowed patina of age. Part of this comes from the fact that the book was originally published in German in 1997, when the selection of plays would have given a much more contemporary picture. It is too bad that in the translation/rerelease the book was not updated more thoroughly.
This problem is somewhat helped by Jerry Wasserman's introduction and Bob Wallace's afterword, both excellent. However, Wallace's piece especially, by so beautifully situating the catalogue in a broader context of more current performance trends in Canada, teases the reader into wishing more of these had been included in the handbook introductions.
Then there's the question of the information included. While the descriptions are concise and detailed, they don't necessarily depict fully a play's style for a prospective director. More (indeed any) use of production photographs would also have gone far to increasing the 'marketing' potential of the handbook. The translation of Glaap's text is very good, with a fine rendering into English.
Glaap's handbook is an intriguing response to the problem of making Canadian plays more familiar to foreign directors. In the process he has created a tool that may also help Canadian directors find out about their compatriots' works and so help Canadian playwrights not only abroad, but also at home. (GLEN NICHOLS) Alan Filewod. balance between a 'big picture' thesis and close analysis of his case studies. He takes on the typical 'stages' in the 'meta-narrative' of Canadian theatre, from nineteenth-century closet drama to the alternative theatre movement to the controversy over Garth Drabinsky's Show Boat. But in each case he presents 'a counter-argument that relates historicized understandings of the theatre to the larger ideological narratives of Canadian nationhood.' Filewod's argument is that 'Canadian nationhood' and an 'imagined theatre' are regularly called upon to explain and describe each other, without any acknowledgment that 'theatre models social systems of production.' He writes: 'Theatre is not simply a matter of staged representation: it is an event both physical and symbolic; it transforms experience into a community narrative; and it materially constructs in the audience the community it addresses in its texts.' The result of Filewod's approach is a sort of radical textbook, an impression which is reinforced by the large format with double columns on each page, footnotes embedded in bold in the text, and copious illustrations on almost every page. But while this is an account of topics familiar to students of Canadian theatre history, it is a postcolonial, materialist, and highly theorized reworking that challenges the words 'Canadian,' 'theatre,' and 'history,' at every contested 'stage. ' In her contribution to the anthology Performing National Identities, Erin Hurley takes up a related interrogation. Hurley criticizes the model of international play production that assigns theatre a representative function, as if Canadian plays are supposed to teach foreign audiences about Canada. It is a model nicely illustrated in the chapter by Jennifer Harvie, when she complains of British critics who discuss Judith Thompson's plays as realistic (and alarming) portraits of urban Canada. Hurley advocates instead that Canadian theatre be recast as a 'refracting mirror ... [that] xxxxxxxx shows the world around itself, through itself.' Hurley's call for Canada to have a 'potentially deconstructive and performative role on the world stage' is answered by intriguing chapters about Canadian productions in Germany and Japan. Yoshinari Minami, for example, suggests that Japan looks to Canadian theatre in order to think about living in a multi-ethnic society, in turn confirming the editors' observation that 'Canadian plays outside Canada question the host country's assumptions about their own national identities as much as they question what it might mean to call a play Canadian. ' Part 1 functions as an introduction to six Canadian playwrights by analysing specific aspects of their work. The collection is divided into three parts. Part 3, 'Movements and Issues,' groups together a series of scholarly articles by eminent academics that explore broader themes, including popular theatre (in a chapter by Alan Filewod), First Nations, and AsianCanadian representation. Part 2, 'Productions and Receptions,' is perhaps the most interesting for someone already familiar with Canadian theatre, since, aside from Cynthia Zimmerman's interview with the late Urjo Kareda, it is devoted to a series of fascinating essays that explore productions of Canadian plays in other countries.
The relationship between Canadian theatre and its international impact is dealt with in a number of ways in this collection. One of the many intriguing, 'first-person' accounts is by Martin Bowman, who, with Bill Findlay, has translated Quebec plays into Lowland Scots, including seven plays by Michel Tremblay. Bowman writes that 'Not only have Tremblay's plays spoken to Scottish audiences in a way that has advanced the use of Scots vernacular in theatre in Scotland, but Scotland has received and understood two plays that are largely rejected at home.' This tackles the problematic concept of universality head-on, because on the one hand Bowman can write that 'Scots is a language capable of projecting nonScottish experience,' but he can also appreciate that the commonality of Scots and Quebec joual is their distance from a language that is dominant or centrist: both may be capable of speaking of an experience outside their own, yet both are inextricably linked to a 'national' experience in a highly political way.
Grace and Glaap are performing a kind of diplomatic service, and this is reflected in the attractive layout of the book. But the editors caution that 'easy nationalist assumptions must be queried by Canadians and nonCanadians alike,' allowing the volume to go beyond boosterism and engage in a nuanced and wide-ranging 'sustained conversation' a conversation in which Alan Filewod's work will continue to play a provocative role. (SHELLEY SCOTT) 
